
Ron I read a piece you wrote about Garabandal and other predictions 
relating to the Second Coming and felt you shouldbe aware of the messages 
that Joe Coleman the visionary, mystic and seer that he is has been 
receiving since August 2009. 
 
I am the second visionary. We both see Our Lady as well as her beloved son 
Jesus Christ.  I also see a nun during the apparitions which I have been 
led to believe is Sister Faustina the Polish nun who are given a prayer of 
the Divine Mercy to prepare the world for the Second Coming back in the 
1930's. Visions of St Philomena and St Bernadette have also occured from 
time to time. They are becoming more pronounced and more frequent in 
recent weeks. 
 
Neither of us knew each other in advance and come from different types of 
backgrounds and education. One this for sure is that the apparitions not 
only happened but many of them were witnessed by quite a few people. We 
receive messages every month.  From the beginning Our Lady asked that we 
publish them. Joe has gone public - I manage the website but have not gone 
public because I dont have the courage to tell you the truth. Nor could I 
put my family through what Joe's family had to endure when he went public. 
 
The Catholic Church have banned us from Knock in Co Mayo where the sun 
began to spin and shake in the sky after each apparition predicted in 
advance. 
 
Neither of us have ever read the Bible (because as Catholics for some 
reason it is not taught in schools - yes this is true). Yet the messages 
received all relate to biblical prophecies which did not make sence in the 
beginning. but now, of course, they do. 
 
Either way after a very tough year in which our lives have been turned 
upside down and inside out - riducled, laughed at, mocked and banned along 
with all the genuine believers from entering the Catholic Church in the 
grotto at Knock, the messages, are of huge significance for the world as 
the Second Coming of Christ is about to take place. No date  has been 
given nor will it Our Lady says. But the time is very close now. 
 
We have been given YEARS but not dates regarding the Second Coming. The 
Tribulation has already started.  The second half starts at the end of 
2012/beginning of 2013 and will last four years until 2016. The 'Trinity 
Years' as the period was referred to by the Holy Spirit will last from 
2013-2018 the sign of the beast 666. The first six relates to the one 
world economy. The second six relates to a new world leader - the 
anti-christ and the last six relates to the abolition of all religions 
into one new false religion. Reference was also made to the lifting up 
into the clouds but it was not clear. It seems to refer to the year 2013 
but we are not sure. 
 
Visions have also been given to Joe about future events, places, cities, 
and islands whi will all be destroyed. In your writing you have been 
accurate in one you predicted but we have not gone public with those 



visions because they would cause tremendous distress to people. 
 
Global earthquakes, disasters and turmoil are unfortunately going to 
affect many many countries. GOD HELP US ALL. It is up to all believers to 
pray extremely hard for the unbelievers if they are to be saved. 
 
We pray every day that we can spread the truth of the messages which are 
authentic. we have nothing to gain financially or otherwise from these 
messages.  keep checking our site for more messages. the next apparition 
is on Sat 6th November 2010. www.knockapparitions.com 
 
Mary (cant give you my surname unfortunately) 


